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enquiry,1 and the statement applies to any "person or body charged
with the duty of deciding"; he must take care that the views of both
the contending parties and the contentions they submit and the
evidence they proffer are given proper weight; that nothing is done
against the instinct which every citizen possesses to offend against
which is said to be contrary to natural justice. The courts will not
intervene merely because an irregularity has occurred (e.g. the asking
of an improper question in examining a witness), but only if there is a
departure from natural justice which goes to the root of the matter
and renders the enquiry a nullity,2
No man a         It is an elementary principle that bias must be eliminated from <
judge in his    influencing judicial decision. Without the consent of all parties no
own cause.    jucjge ^a adjudicate an issue in which he has any personal or pro-
prietary interest at stake. The judge who is a shareholder in a com-
pany which appears before him as litigant must decline to hear the
case, save by consent: Dimes v. Grand Junction Canal (Proprietors
of) (1852), 3 H.L.C. 759. An extreme instance is furnished by The
King v. Sussex Justices, exparte McCarthy, [1924] 1 K.B. 256, which
shows that the possibility of a suspicion of bias, even where none
actually influenced the decision, is a ground for allowing an appeal.
The acting clerk to the justices was a member of a firm of solicitors
who were to represent the plaintiff in civil proceedings pending as a
result of a collision in connection with which the applicant was
summoned for a motoring offence. The acting clerk did not in fact
advise the justices in the decision at which they arrived to convict the
applicant, but retired with the bench. It was held that, as the clerk's
firm was connected with the case in the civil action, he ought not to
advise the justices in the criminal matter and therefore could not,
had he been required to do so, properly have discharged his duties
as clerk.
The conviction was accordingly quashed, despite the fact that the
clerk had actually taken no part in the decision to convict, the bench
not asking for his opinion or advice.
On the other hand, in The Queen v. Rand (1866), L.R. 1 Q.B, 230;
K. & L. 358, the Court of Queen's Bench refused to set aside a
certificate given by justices in favour of the Bradford Corporation
merely on the ground that two of the justices were trustees of societies
which had invested funds in bonds of the Corporation, The question
how far the rule that a man should not be judge in his own cause
should prevent the settlement of disputes being entrusted to Ministers
1 Marriott v. Minister of Health, ante.
* In General Medical Council v. Spackman, [1943] A.C. 627, Lord Atkin
suggested that the requirements of natural justice might be more strict, e.g. when
the name of a professional man was being removed from the register, than, e.g.
where a school was being closed. See also Russell v. Duke of Norfolk, [1945]
1 AH E.R. 109, at p. 118, for the application of the rules of natural justice to a
domestic tribunal (Stewards of the Jockey Club) and pp. 314-5, post, for ex-
clusion of the rules on the ground that the act under review was done in a purely
executive, i.e. administrative, capacity.

